We propose an unsupervised approach to constructing templates from a large collection of semantic category names, and use the templates as the semantic representation of categories. The main challenge is that many terms have multiple meanings, resulting in a lot of wrong templates. Statistical data and semantic knowledge are extracted from a web corpus to improve template generation. A nonlinear scoring function is proposed and demonstrated to be effective. Experiments show that our approach achieves significantly better results than baseline methods. As an immediate application, we apply the extracted templates to the cleaning of a category collection and see promising results (precision improved from 81% to 89%).
Introduction
A semantic category is a collection of items sharing common semantic properties. For example, all cities in Germany form a semantic category named "city in Germany" or "German city". In Wikipedia, the category names of an entity are manually edited and displayed at the end of the page for the entity. There have been quite a lot of approaches (Hearst, 1992; Pantel and Ravichandran, 2004; Van Durme and Pasca, 2008; Zhang et al., 2011) in the literature to automatically extracting category names and instances (also called is-a or hypernymy relations) from the web.
Most existing work simply treats a category name as a text string containing one or multiple words, without caring about its internal structure. In this paper, we explore the semantic structure of category names (or simply called "categories").
For example, both "CEO of General Motors" and "CEO of Yahoo" have structure "CEO of [company] ". We call such a structure a category template. Taking a large collection of open-domain categories as input, we construct a list of category templates and build a mapping from categories to templates. Figure 1 shows some example semantic categories and their corresponding templates.
Templates can be treated as additional features of semantic categories. The new features can be exploited to improve some upper-layer applications like web search and question answering. In addition, by linking categories to templates, it is possible (for a computer program) to infer the semantic meaning of the categories. For example in Figure 1 , from the two templates linking to category "symptom of insulin deficiency", it is reasonable to interpret the category as: "a symptom of a medical condition called insulin deficiency which is about the deficiency of one type of hormone called insulin." In this way, our knowledge about a category can go beyond a simple string and its member entities. An immediate application of templates is removing invalid category names from a noisy category collection. Promising results are observed for this application in our experiments.
An intuitive approach to this task (i.e., extracting templates from a collection of category names) national holiday of South Africa (instances: Heritage Day, Christmas…) national holiday of Brazil (instances: Carnival, Christmas…) national holiday of [country] symptom of cortisol deficiency contains two stages: category labeling, and template scoring.
Category labeling: Divide a category name into multiple segments and replace some key segments with its hypernyms. As an example, assume "CEO of Delphinus" is divided to three segments "CEO + of + Delphinus"; and the last segment (Delphinus) has hypernyms "constellation", "company", etc. By replacing this segment with its hypernyms, we get candidate templates "CEO of [constellation]" (a wrong template), "CEO of [company] ", and the like.
Template scoring: Compute the score of each candidate template by aggregating the information obtained in the first phase.
A major challenge here is that many segments (like "Delphinus" in the above example) have multiple meanings. As a result, wrong hypernyms may be adopted to generate incorrect candidate templates (like "CEO of [constellation]"). In this paper, we focus on improving the template scoring stage, with the goal of assigning lower scores to bad templates and larger scores to high-quality ones.
There have been some research efforts (Third, 2012; Fernandez-Breis et al., 2010; QuesadaMartınez et al., 2012) on exploring the structure of category names by building patterns. However, we automatically assign semantic types to the pattern variables (or called arguments) while they do not. For example, our template has the form of "city in [country]" while their patterns are like "city in [X]". More details are given in the related work section.
A similar task is query understanding, including query tagging and query template mining. Query tagging (Li et al., 2009; Reisinger and Pasca, 2011) corresponds to the category labeling stage described above. It is different from template generation because the results are for one query only, without merging the information of all queries to generate the final templates. Category template construction are slightly different from query template construction. First, some useful features such as query click-through is not available in category template construction. Second, categories should be valid natural language phrases, while queries need not. For example, "city Germany" is a query but not a valid category name. We discuss in more details in the related work section.
Our major contributions are as follows.
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of template generation specifically for categories in unsupervised manner.
2) We extract semantic knowledge and statistical information from a web corpus for improving template generation. Significant performance improvement is obtained in our experiments.
3) We study the characteristics of the scoring function from the viewpoint of probabilistic evidence combination and demonstrate that nonlinear functions are more effective in this task. 4) We employ the output templates to clean our category collection mined from the web, and get apparent quality improvement (precision improved from 81% to 89%).
After discussing related work in Section 2, we define the problem and describe one baseline approach in Section 3. Then we introduce our approach in Section 4. Experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related work
Several kinds of work are related to ours.
Hypernymy relation extraction: Hypernymy relation extraction is an important task in text mining. There have been a lot of efforts (Hearst, 1992; Pantel and Ravichandran, 2004; Van Durme and Pasca, 2008; Zhang et al., 2011) in the literature to extract hypernymy (or is-a) relations from the web. Our target here is not hypernymy extraction, but discovering the semantic structure of hypernyms (or category names).
Category name exploration: Category name patterns are explored and built in some existing research work. Third (2012) proposed to find axiom patterns among category names on an existing ontology.
For example, infer axiom pattern "SubClassOf(AB, B)" from "SubClassOf(junior school school)" and "SubClassOf(domestic mammal mammal)". Fernandez-Breis et al. (2010) and QuesadaMartınez et al. (2012) proposed to find lexical patterns in category names to define axioms (in medical domain). One example pattern mentioned in their papers is "[X] binding". They need manual intervention to determine what X means. The main difference between the above work and ours is that we automatically assign semantic types to the pattern variables (or called arguments) while they do not.
Template mining for IE: Some research work in information extraction (IE) involves patterns. Yangarber (2003) and Stevenson and Greenwood (2005) proposed to learn patterns which were in the form of [subject, verb, object] . The category names and learned templates in our work are not in this form. Another difference between our work and their work is that, their methods need a supervised name classifer to generate the candidate patterns while our approach is unsupervised. Chambers and Jurafsky (2011) leverage templates to describe an event while the templates in our work are for understanding category names (a kind of short text).
Query tagging/labeling: Some research work in recent years focuses on segmenting web search queries and assigning semantic tags to key segments. Li et al. (2009) and Li (2010) employed CRF (Conditional Random Field) or semi-CRF models for query tagging. A crowdsourcingassisted method was proposed by Han et al. (2013) for query structure interpretation. These supervised or semi-supervised approaches require much manual annotation effort. Unsupervised methods were proposed by Sarkas et al. (2010) and Reisinger and Pasca (2011) . As been discussed in the introduction section, query tagging is only one of the two stages of template generation. The tagging results are for one query only, without aggregating the global information of all queries to generate the final templates.
Query template construction: Some existing work leveraged query templates or patterns for query understanding. A semi-supervised random walk based method was proposed by Agarwal et al. (2010) to generate a ranked templates list which are relevant to a domain of interest. A predefined domain schema and seed information is needed for this method. Pandey and Punera (2012) proposed an unsupervised method based on graphical models to mine query templates. The above methods are either domain-specific (i.e., generating templates for a specific domain), or have some degree of supervision (supervised or semi-supervised). Cheung and Li (2012) proposed an unsupervised method to generate query templates by the aid of knowledge bases. An approach was proposed in (Szpektor et al., 2011) to improve query recommendation via query templates. Query session information (which is not available in our task) is needed in this approach for templates generation. Li et al. (2013) proposed an clustering algorithm to group existing query templates by search intents of users.
Compared to the open-domain unsupervised methods for query template construction, our approach improves on two aspects. First, we propose to incorporate multiple types of semantic knowledge (e.g., term peer similarity and term clusters) to improve template generation. Second, we propose a nonlinear template scoring function which is demonstrated to be more effective.
Problem Definition and Analysis

Problem definition
The goal of this paper is to construct a list of category templates from a collection of open-domain category names.
Input: The input is a collection of category names, which can either be manually compiled (like Wikipedia categories) or be automatically extracted. The categories used in our experiments were automatically mined from the web, by following existing work (Hearst, 1992, Pantel and Ravichandran 2004; Snow et al., 2005; Talukdar et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2011) . Specifically, we applied Hearst patterns (e.g., "NP [,] (such as | including) {N P, } * {and|or} NP") and isa patterns ("NP (is|are|was|were|being) (a|an|the) NP") to a large corpus containing 3 billion English web pages. As a result, we obtained a term→hypernym bi-partite graph containing 40 million terms, 74 million hypernyms (i.e., category names), and 321 million edges (e.g., one example edge is "Berlin"→"city in Germany", where "Berlin" is a term and "city in Germany" is the corresponding hypernym). Then all the multiword hypernyms are used as the input category collection.
Output: The output is a list of templates, each having a score indicating how likely it is valid. A template is a multi-word string with one headword and at least one argument. For example, in template "national holiday of [country]", "holiday" is the headword, and " [country] " is the argument. We only consider one-argument templates in this paper, and the case of multiple arguments is left as future work. A template is valid if it is syntactically and semantically correct. "CEO of [constellation]" (wrongly generated from "CEO of Delphinus", "CEO of Aquila", etc.) is not valid because it is semantically unreasonable.
Baseline approach
An intuitive approach to this task contains two stages: category labeling and template scoring. Figure 2 shows its workflow with simple examples.
Phase-1: Category labeling
At this stage, each category name is automatically segmented and labeled; and some candidate template tuples (CTTs) are derived based on the labeling results. This can be done in the following steps.
Category segmentation: Divide each category name into multiple segments (e.g., "holiday of South Africa" to "holiday + of + South Africa"). Each segment is one word or a phrase appearing in an entity dictionary. The dictionary used in this paper is comprised of all Freebase (www.freebase.com) entities.
Segment to hypernym: Find hypernyms for every segment (except for the headword and some trivial segments like prepositions and articles), by referring to a term→hypernym mapping graph. Following most existing query labeling work, we derive the term→hypernym graph from a dump of Freebase. Below are some examples of Freebase types (hypernyms), German city (id: /location/de city) Italian province (id: /location/it province) Poem character (id: /book/poem character) Book (id: /book/book) To avoid generating too fine-grained templates like "mayor of [Germany city]" and "mayor of [Italian city]" (semantically "mayor of [city]" is more desirable), we discard type modifiers and map terms to the headwords of Freebase types. For example, "Berlin" is mapped to "city". In this way, we build our basic version of term→hypernym mapping which contains 16.13 million terms and 696 hypernyms. Since "South Africa" is both a country and a book name in Freebase, hypernyms "country", "book", and others are assigned to the segment "South Africa" in this step.
CTT generation: Construct CTTs by choosing one segment (called the target segment) each time and replacing the segment with its hypernyms. An CTT is formed by the candidate template (with one argument), the target segment (as an argument value), and the tuple score (indicating tuple quality). Below are example CTTs obtained after the last segment of "holiday + of + South Africa" is processed, ... Then a scoring function is employed to calculate the template score from the tuple scores. Formally, given n tuples U =(U 1 , U 2 ..., U n ) for a template, the goal is to find a score fusion function F ( U ) which yields large values for high-quality templates and small (or zero) values for invalid ones.
Borrowing the idea of TF-IDF from information retrieval, a reasonable scoring function is,
where h is the argument type (i.e., the hypernym of the argument value) of each tuple. TF means the "term frequency" and IDF means the "inverse document frequency". An IDF function assigns lower scores to common hypernyms (like person and music track which contain a lot of entities). Let DF (h) be the number of entities having hypernym h, we test two IDF functions in our experiments,
where N is total number of entities in the entity dictionary.
The next problem is estimating tuple score w i . Please note that there is no weight or score information in the term→hypernym mapping of Freebase. So we have to set w i to be constant in the baseline, Figure 2: Problem definition and baseline approach.
Approach: Enhancing Template Scoring
In our approach, we follow the same framework as in the above baseline approach, and focus on improving the template scoring phase (i.e., phase-2). We try three techniques: First, a better tuple score w i is calculated in Section 4.1 by performing statistics on a large corpus. The corpus is a collection of 3 billion web pages crawled in early 2013 by ourselves. During this paper, we use "our web corpus" or "our corpus" to refer to this corpus.
Second, a nonlinear function is adopted in Section 4.2 to replace the baseline tuple fusion function (Formula 1). Third, we extract term peer similarity and term clusters from our corpus and use them as additional semantic knowledge to refine template scores.
Enhancing tuple scoring
Let's examine the following two template tuples, U 1 : (holiday of [country], South Africa, w 1 ) U 2 : (holiday of [book], South Africa, w 2 ) Intuitively, "South Africa" is more likely to be a country than a book when it appears in text. So for a reasonable tuple scoring formula, we should have w 1 > w 2 .
The main idea is to automatically calculate the popularity of a hypernym given a term, by referring to a large corpus. Then by adding the popularity information to (the edges of) the term→hypernym graph of Freebase, we obtain a weighted term→hypernym graph. The weighted graph is then employed to enhance the estimation of w i .
For popularity calculation, we apply Hearst patterns (Hearst, 1992) and is-a patterns ("NP (is|are|was|were|being) (a|an|the) NP") to every sentence of our web corpus. For a (term, hypernym) pair, its popularity F is calculated as the number of sentences in which the term and the hypernym co-occur and also follow at least one of the patterns.
For a template tuple U i with argument type h and argument value v, we test two ways of estimating the tuple score w i ,
where F (v, h) is the popularity of the (v, h) pair in our corpus, H is the set of all hypernyms for v in the weighted term→hypernym graph. Parameter λ (=1.0 in our experiments) is introduced for smoothing purpose. Note that the second formula is the conditional probability of hypernym h given term v.
Since it is intuitive to estimate tuple scores with their frequencies in a corpus, we treat the approach with the improved w i as another baseline (our strong baseline).
Enhancing tuple combination function
Now we study the possibility of improving the tuple combination function (Formula 1), by examining the tuple fusion problem from the viewpoint of probabilistic evidence combination. We first demonstrate that the linear function in Formula 1 corresponds to the conditional independence assumption of the tuples. Then we propose to adopt a series of nonlinear functions for combining tuple scores.
We define the following events: T : Template T is a valid template; T : T is an invalid template; E i : The observation of tuple U i .
Let's compute the posterior odds of event T , given two tuples U 1 and U 2 . Assuming E 1 and E 2 are conditionally independent given T or T , according to the Bayes rule, we have,
Define the log-odds-gain of T given E as,
Here G means the gain of the log-odds of T after E occurs. By combining formulas 6 and 7, we get
It is easy to prove that the above conclusion holds true when n > 2, i.e.,
If we treat G(T |E i ) as the score of template T when only U i is observed, and G(T |E 1 , ..., E n ) as the template score after the n tuples are observed, then the above equation means that the combined template score should be the sum of w i · IDF (h), which is exactly Formula 1. Please keep in mind that Equation 9 is based on the assumption that the tuples are conditional independent. This assumption, however, may not hold in reality. The case of conditional dependence was studied in (Zhang et al., 2011) , where a group of nonlinear combination functions were proposed and achieved good performance in their task of hypernymy extraction. We choose p-Norm as our nonlinear fusion functions, as below,
where p (=2 in experiments) is a parameter. Experiments show that the above nonlinear function performs better than the linear function of Formula 1. Let's use an example to show the intuition. Consider a good template "city of [country]" corresponding to CTTs U A and a wrong template "city of [book]" having tuples U B . Suppose | U A | = 200 (including most countries in the world) and | U B | = 1000 (considering that many place names have already been used as book names). We observe that each tuple score corresponding to "city of [country] " is larger than the tuple score corresponding to "city of [book] ". For simplicity, we assume each tuple in U A has score 1.0 and each tuple in U B has score 0.2. With the linear and nonlinear (p=2) fusion functions, we can get, Linear:
Nonlinear:
In the above settings the nonlinear function yields a much higher score for the good template (than for the invalid template), while the linear one does not.
Refinement with term similarity and term clusters
The above techniques neglect the similarity among terms, which has a high potential to improve the template scoring process. Intuitively, for a toy set {"city in Brazil", "city in South Africa","city in China", "city in Japan"}, since "Brazil", "South Africa", "China" and "Japan" are very similar to each other and they all have a large probability to be a "country", so we have more confidence that "city in [country] " is a good template. In this section, we propose to leverage the term similarity information to improve the template scoring process.
We start with building a large group of small and overlapped clusters from our web corpus.
Building term clusters
Term clusters are built in three steps.
Mining term peer similarity: Two terms are peers if they share a common hypernym and they are semantically correlated. For example, "dog" and "cat" should have a high peer similarity score. Following existing work (Hearst, 1992; Kozareva et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2010; Agirre et al., 2009; Pantel et al., 2009 ), we built a peer similarity graph containing about 40.5 million nodes and 1.33 billion edges.
Clustering: For each term, choose its top-30 neighbors from the peer similarity graph and run a hierarchical clustering algorithm, resulting in one or multiple clusters. Then we merge highly duplicated clusters. The algorithm is similar to the first part of CBC (Pantel and Lin, 2002) , with the difference that a very high merging threshold is adopted here in order to generate small and overlapped clusters. Please note that one term may be included in many clusters.
Assigning top hypernyms: Up to two hypernyms are assigned for each term cluster by majority voting of its member terms, with the aid of the weighted term→hypernym graph of Section 4.1. To be an eligible hypernym for the cluster, it has to be the hypernym of at least 70% of terms in the cluster. The score of each hypernym is the average of the term→hypernym weights over all the member terms.
Template score refinement
With term clusters at hand, now we describe the score refinement procedure for a template T having argument type h and supporting tuples U =(U 1 , U 2 ..., U n ). Denote V = {V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n } to be the set of argument values for the tuples (where V i is the argument value of U i ).
By computing the intersection of V and every term cluster, we can get a distribution of the argument values in the clusters. We find that for a good template like "holiday in [country]", we can often find at least one cluster (one of the country clusters in this example) which has hypernym h and also contains many elements in V . However, for invalid templates like "holiday of [book]", every cluster having hypernym h (="book" here) only contains a few elements in V . Inspired by such an observation, our score refinement algorithm for template T is as follows,
Step-1. Calculating supporting scores: For each term cluster C having hypernym h, compute its supporting score to T as follows:
where k(C, V ) is the number of elements shared by C and V , and w(C, h) is hypernym score of h to C (computed in the last step of building clusters).
Step-2. Calculating the final template score: Let term cluster C * has the maximal supporting score to T , the final template score is computed as,
where F ( U ) is the template score before refinement.
Experiments
5.1 Experimental setup
Methods for comparison
We make a comparison among 10 methods. SC: The method is proposed in (Cheung and Li, 2012) to construct templates from queries. The method firstly represents a query as a matrix based on Freebase data. Then a hierarchical clustering algorithm is employed to group queries having the same structure and meaning. Then an intent summarization algorithm is employed to create templates for each query group.
Base: The linear function in Formula 1 is adopted to combine the tuple scores. We use IDF 2 here because it achieves higher precision than IDF 1 in this setting.
LW: The linear function in Formula 1 is adopted to combine the tuple scores generated by Formula 4. IDF 1 is used rather than IDF 2 for better performance.
LP: The linear function in Formula 1 is adopted to combine the tuple scores generated by Formula 5. IDF 2 is used rather than IDF 1 for better performance.
NLW: The nonlinear fusion function in Formula 10 is used. Other settings are the same as LW.
NLP: The nonlinear fusion function in Formula 10 is used. Other settings are the same as LP.
LW+C, LP+C, NLW+C, NLP+C: All the settings of LW, LP, NLW, NLP respectively, with the refinement technology in Section 4.3 applied.
Data sets, annotation and evaluation metrics
The input category names for experiments are automatically extracted from a web corpus (Section 3.1). Two test-sets are built for evaluation from the output templates of various methods.
Subsets: In order to conveniently compare the performance of different methods, we create 20 sub-collections (called subsets) from the whole input category collection. Each subset contains all the categories having the same headword (e.g., "symptom of insulin deficiency" and "depression symptom" are in the same subset because they share the same headword "symptom"). To choose the 20 headwords, we first sample 100 at random from the set of all headwords; then manually choose 20 for diversity. The headwords include symptom, school, food, gem, hero, weapon, model, etc. We run the 10 methods on these subsets and sort the output templates by their scores. Top-30 templates from each method on each subset are selected and mixed together for annotation.
Fullset: We run method NLP+C (which has the best performance according to our subsets experiments) on the input categories and sort the output templates by their scores. Then we split the templates into 9 sections according to their ranking position. The selected templates (from subsets and the fullset) are annotated by six annotators, with each template assigned to two annotators. A template is assigned a label of "good", "fair", or "bad" by an annotator. The percentage agreement between the annotators is 80.2%, with kappa 0.624.
For the subset experiments, we adopt Precision@k (k=10, 20, 30) to evaluate the top templates generated by each method. The scores for "good", "fair", and "bad" are 1, 0.5, and 0. The score of each template is the average annotation score over two annotators (e.g., if a template is annotated "good" by one annotator and "fair" by another, its score is (1.0+0.5)/2=0.75). The evaluation score of a method is the average over the 20 subsets. For the fullset experiments, we report the precision for each section.
Experimental results
Results for subsets
The results of each method on the 20 subsets are presented in Table 1 . A few observations can be made. First, by comparing the performance of baseline-1 (Base) and the methods adopting term→hypernym weight (LW and LP), we can see big performance improvement. The bad performance of baseline-1 is mainly due to the lack of weight (or frequency) information on term→hypernym edges. The results demonstrate that edge scores are critical for generating high quality templates. Manually built semantic resources typically lack such kinds of scores. Therefore, it is very important to enhance them by deriving statistical data from a large corpus. Since it is relatively easy to have the idea of adopting a weighted term→hypernym graph, we treat LW and LP as another (stronger) baseline named baseline-2. As the second observation, the results show that the nonlinear methods (NLP and NLW) achieve performance improvement over their linear versions (LW and LP).
Third, let's examine the methods with template scores refined by term similarity and term clusters (LW+C, NLW+C, LP+C, NLP+C). It is shown that the refine-by-cluster technology brings additional performance gains on all the four settings (linear and nonlinear, two different ways of calculating tuple scores). So we can conclude that the peer similarity and term clusters are quite effective in improving template generation.
Fourth, the best performance is achieved when the three techniques (i.e., term→hypernym weight, nonlinear fusion function, and refine-bycluster) are combined together. For instance, by comparing the P@20 scores of baseline-2 and NLP+C, we see a performance improvement of 14.3% (from 0.734 to 0.839). Therefore every technique studied in this paper has its own merit in template generation.
Finally, by comparing the method SC (Cheung and Li, 2012) with other methods, we can see that SC is slightly better than baseline-1, but has much lower performance than others. The major reason may be that this method did not employ a weighted term→hypernym graph or term peer similarity information in template construction. Are the performance differences between methods significant enough for us to say that one is better than the other? To answer this question, we run paired two-tailed t-test on every pair of methods. We report the t-test values among methods in tables 2, 3 and 4.
The meaning of the symbols in the tables are, ∼: The method on the row and the one on the column have similar performance.
>:
The method on the row outperforms the method on the column, but the performance difference is not statistically significant (0.05 ≤ P < 0.1 in two-tailed t-test).
> * : The performance difference is statistically significant (P < 0.05 in two-tailed t-test). > * * : The performance difference is statistically highly significant (P < 0.01 in two-tailed t-test). 
Fullset results
As described in the Section 5.1.2, for the fullset experiments, we conduct a section-wise evaluation, selecting 40 templates from each of the 9 sections of the NLP+C results. The results are shown in Figure 3 . It can be observed that the precision for each section decreases when the section ID increases. The results indicate the effectiveness of our approach, since it can rank good templates in top sections and bad templates in bottom sections. According to the section-wise precision data, we are able to determine the template score threshold for choosing different numbers of top templates in different applications.
5.2.3
Templates for category collection cleaning Since our input category collection is automatically constructed from the web, some wrong or invalid category names is inevitably contained. In this subsection, we apply our category templates to clean the category collection. The basic idea is that if a category can match a template, it is more likely to be correct. We compute a new score for every category name H as follows, S new (H) = log(1 + S(H)) · S(T * )
where S(H) is the existing category score, determined by its frequency in the corpus. Here S(T * ) is the score of template T * , the best template (i.e., the template with the highest score) for the category. Then we re-rank the categories according to their new scores to get a re-ranked category list. We randomly sampled 150 category names from the top 2 million categories of each list (the old list and the new list) and asked annotators to judge the quality of the categories. The annotation results show that, after re-ranking, the precision increases from 0.81 to 0.89 (i.e., the percent of invalid category names decreases from 19% to 11%).
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the problem of building templates for a large collection of category names. We tested three techniques (tuple scoring by weighted term→hypernym mapping, nonlinear score fusion, refinement by term clusters) and found that all of them are very effective and their combination achieves the best performance. By employing the output templates to clean our category collection mined from the web, we get apparent quality improvement. Future work includes supporting multi-argument templates, disambiguating headwords of category names and applying our approach to general short text template mining.
